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musique leducons "jaguar" & "lion" are next. 'jaguar' is musique leduc's reggae-tinged roots
extravaganza, with flagellation bass lines and handclaps. as the title suggests, the main focus is on
the big cat. leducons is a pseudonym for the french producer jean-pierre leduc, who is a well-known
electronic artist, and he teamed up with the singer anne-marie houze. the duo have created a truly

exhilarating new album entitled "lion" in conjunction with atlantic records. jean-pierre leduc was
hired by atlantic to create a musique leduc album because atlantic wants to make a reggae-like
album. the album contains a total of 20 minutes of music including soft, tropical and american

reggae music. the most successful song on the album is "yana dora" which has a refrains similar to
"big shake". it is a reggae song with a touch of americana and caribbean influences. one of the most
musical tracks on the album is entitled "dada dada", a dance song. on another song the musicians
play a lot with a sort of electric piano that has a sound similar to synths in funk or dance music. the

last track on the album is called "yana dora" which is the best one on the album. i have mixed
feelings about this one. on the one hand it looks good, and has all the components (aside from the

very bad audio) of a "classic" spicoli sound. but it is not classic, because it sounds very odd, so i
suppose its great if you like weird electronic pop. at the end of the day, it doesn't really sound like
anything, so it leaves you wondering what you just listened to, which is great and a great comment
on the band and the music. with that said, i don't think it was intentional that the music sounds odd.

it seems to be simply because of the way that they recorded these tracks.
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